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Movement as Material to Pictorial Concept Space : Anabolic and Catabolic

Drawing is arbitrarily associated with anything, and from the surfaces of these disciplines can project its own

pictorial monumentalism which the discipline serves to recover to art in its connection to diverse underlying

poetics involving tropes of curvature in space to quarry and excavate a sense of sculpturotectural form bending

computer space yet touching on a kind of geomapping.. Accordingly
,
one may improvise towards recovering

mauleable form existing in the poetics of its marking status- the stroke formed in hand, and the software

arguments of material it diversifies, as the philosophic bracket by which the apology of topology recovers art.

Analytical formative movement -anabolic and catabolic- functions within such drawing excursions by

locating to a sense of art topesthesia within broadly defined languages branching from the meaning of graphos

(“I write- 1 draw”)- thus accomplishing an underwriting of drawing over as conceptual and material bridge.
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Pyre Amid Fluxus Alloysis & Tropentropy
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Drawing and uirtualities c^urtJ»nd language

Drawing and language ! _

'

Drawing speaks

Drawing I write I draw in light

)r<W»irig concepts of time and space formative to experience

Drawing and virtuality of material through thought alloysis

Drawing trace and rhizome

Drawing canoi

Drawing track

Drawing well

Drawing appeiron

Drawing prcdclla and predicate

Drawing tangent

Drawing philosophic bracket

Drawing Discourse and concourse concurrence
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Verba: the sense of movement in the argument. . . I am referencing through the

drawing what are called in logic “morphological arrows,'’ information retained

through changing contexts. The Ethos of the example here is rooted in relating

print like denominations of the drawing in the dialogue in which they tradition-

ally have reflected on each other... the pathos being the impulse to find in

drawing a constant branching out of its own dimension.













Figure unusual arrangement derives from verbal to visual rhetoric in this case in die context of

adapting the idea of a scrolling motion linked to seal printing but at a media metamorphosis in

which a sense ofomentum dominates the expression and the dialectic between modeling and

carving as trace elements of traditional materials within cyber drawing .

























Anthropos Trope Torus Scroll

Tropic of Trope Tectonic Plates
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Movement Patterns Game Plan Plan
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6-7-8 9-10-11-12 13 14 15

l)-slinky paradigm (2) entropy toy (3-4-5: lime heuristic- labyrin-

thine-monumental; 6-7-8: Space /object-dialectic-recoil 9-1-11-12

: photo fields/: 9-10-11-12 =albumin-daguerotype,blueprint,platinum;

(13) medical imaging;(14 )pit house; (15) Cyclopean Arches

;
1 6- 1 .abyri nth Environment and Explosion; 1 7 Labyrinth as tableau

Note: within the work are also “teetonic plates” as sigla.

As Venn Diagrams (opposition-union-intersection)



DAYS WORK

ime Tropic of Trope Horizon

Circles of Attention
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Braque: Emotion is not something that can be added on; it can’t be imitated. It is the bud. It is the opening of the

bud.

Heraclitus: The counter thrust brings together and from tones at variance comes perfect atonement and all tilings

come to pass through conflict.

The French phrase L’heure Teclusion or heuristic opening (blossoming) gives the diegetic distance from mi-

mesis -not imitated, opening and coming to pass therefore the conflict of sidestepping the Other, - counter

thrust...

The cubist topology of intersect ion, opposition and unity, Boolian sets, venn diagrams, morphological arrows

would seem to specifically stand
,
actually, away from an emotive field. Braqes notebooks show a free play with

its biomorphic content, but whereas with Gorky this has psychological personae, the notebook drawings

are a kind of pure play

The Heraclius statement states an Orphic precondition of Premieval chaos underwriting fortune on the auspices

beyond fate of chance as the event of underlying creative nature which Heraclitus is parsing, rather than giving a

single nominal order.



Heraclitus:

“Uncomprehending they hear like the deaf, the word is their witness, absent while present”...

“The Sybil with raving mouth utters things mirthless and unadorned and unperfumed, and her

voice carries through a thousand years because of the god who speaks through her.

Braque ;"Those who rely on the past for their prophecies pretend to be unaware that is past

is only a hypothesis. The painter knows things by sight, the writer who know them by name
has the benefit of prejudice in his favor. That’s why criticism is easy.

Braque like Heraclitus attacks the apparent virtues ie in his (Braque’s case) the standard

platitude that those who don’t know history are doomed to repeat it...word,” nomos or cultural

convention and physis- that which is phenomenological to enquiry need to have content, but

what is that? Both Braque and Heraclitus demand the viewer be present. “ Knowing by sight”

a semiotic deprived of reading as content is interesting in that it turns the idea of a sign, so

popular in the era initiated by Cubism, on its head. Reading implements signs. Signs as given

over will ultimately be stripped of some degree of signage in the reading. The reading is the

signature of collecting the discursive content.



Braque”T:he painter thinks in forms and colors. The object is his poet-

ics”.

The addendum to the Heraclitus “other stars” makes a lot of sense-

the constellations which are implicative of the order of earth events

would on the suppression of that domain leave only the trace-work by

which to identity other evidence. What Braque ascribes to art, Heracli-

tus states is already the art of perception by which experience is of

necessity built on the senses. Yet to state what art is one needs to iden-

tify non art. Perception and art are alike talismans of experience, ex-

perience becomes the object, non experience becomes non-art. IF

Buddhism for example teaches detachment, why so much Buddhist

art? The detachment from subjective conditions apparently leaves a

kind of objectivity to what may be said to be available- what comes

across. . . light is a travelling medium which creates the object for us

and in that event we arc not excluded.
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BRAQUE “LET’S NOT ARRIVE AT CONCLUSIONS ! THE PRESENT,
A CHANCE EVENT, WILL FREE US, VOCABULARY IS A TRUST-
WORTHY WITNESS TO AN ERA.”
HERACLITUS: WE SHOULD NOT LISTEN T.TKE CHILDREN TO
THEIR PARENTS...
THE HERACLITUS STATEMENT INDICATES A COMPARISON
WITH COMING OE AGE IN WHICH THE INITIATES TO ORPHIC
PRIMORDIAL CHAOS WERE INTRODUCE TO EATI AS OVER-
RULING THE GODS, WHEREAS THE TESTIMONIALS OE THEIR
CHILDHOOD DOGMA TOWARDS THE IT .TAD AND ODYSSEY
PRESENTED A WORLD OF SOME KIND OF ORDER BETWEEN MEN
CODS AND HEROES THAT WAS MORE LEGALISTIC.
THE REFERRAL TO CHANCE THAT BRAQUE MAKES SOUNDS
VERY STMPATTCO TO LACAN, WHO STMTLARTY USED CHANCE:
AS AN IDEA TO SEPARATE PSYCHOTOGY FROM AN EXPLANA-
TORY PHILOSOPHICAL BASE AND MOVE INSTEAD 'EDWARDS A
KIND OE REFLECTIVE JOURNALISM. THUS LACAN JLIKED THE
SEMINAR WHERE HE DID NOT HAVE TO PUT TOGETHER A
CONNECTIVE TISSUE OE REFERENCES- BIBLIOGRAPHY... HE WAS
LOOKING , AS WAS BRAQUE FOR A SHIFTING OP THE GAZE EN-
GAGING LANGUAGE,



IRRAOXTE: “FORMERLY THe'TOQL WAS THE EXTENSION
Or TELEHAND, NOW IN T'HLI MACHINE AGE TELL HAND
HAS BECOME THE EXTENSION OE THE TOOL. YOU
MUSI' BE SAIE5E1ED WITH MAKING DISCOVIRJ1S.BUT
YOU MUSI' TAKE CARE NEVER TO QLEER EXPLANA-
TIONS, II' IS THE CNlORLSEEABLE THAI' CREATES TELL

EVENT”,
HERACLITUS:" EXPECT TIXE UNEXPECTED"

THE- TERMS OF EYENT FOR BOTH AUTHORS ARE ON-
TOLOGICAL RATHER T|mN PHILOSOPHIC- THINGS IN
THE WORKS SOMEHOW SAY SOMETHING ALREADY
THAT COMES OUT OE NOWHERE. VTRTUAEETY; TRIE.

MAGNUS?!! OIL' WHICH THE HAND EXTENDS IS A MEN-
IAL MACHINE, liHL HANDS COKPORALITY IS LIKEWISE

Si; LIS EXTENSION AJRD GRASP A CONFIGURATION. AN-

iH^AlioNAL MlggORIC AND PROSODY OPENED BY
HAfl^STANCR-TO THE PAUSES OF DISTINCTION. IF T

WILKIE 1IG TAKE CARL NOT II O EXPLAIN I WOULD BL

EXPLAINING,



_ BRAQUE: “IRONTIERS AKE HIE LIMnS'OF RESIS-

TANCE. THT^i l,A(<KASK.S M'S SHORES.TO CONTAIN II II

HERACT.mj&’THE T.TMITS C# DAWN AND EVENING
TI Ip BEAR: ANli OPPOSITE THEBEARfpE ^VARBER
or luminous grus,". .
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Hissing CO-Zone and Flat Attire





Routed Root



Assiduous Rock Cision Decision Essay



Pure Land Pauvre Fauve





Routed Root








